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World Rugby U20 Trophy, Harare 2016 

Decision of Disciplinary Hearing 

Held at Harare Sports Club, Harare, Zimbabwe 

On Sunday 1 May, 2016 

IN RESPECT OF: 

Federico Bruno - Uruguay (“the Player”) and a red card shown to the Player by the 

referee for contravention of Law 10.4(a) namely Punching or striking, after the elapse 

of 42 minutes in the second half of the match between Uruguay and USA at Harare 

Sports Club, Harare on Sunday 1 May 2016 which kicked off at 10:00am. 

 

Judicial Officer: Bongai Zamchiya  

DECISION OF THE JUDICIAL OFFICER: 

1. The Judicial Officer determined that player had committed an act of foul play.  

2. The Judicial Officer categorised the act of foul play as a mid range offence 

on the scale of seriousness and having considered mitigating and aggravating 

circumstances imposed upon the Player a three (3) week suspension. In line 

with the Player’s schedule (as provided by his home union) and in ensuring 

the imposition of meaningful sanctions, he will serve a suspension from 6 May 

2016 till 29 May 2016. 
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INTRODUCTION  

During Match 13 of the World Rugby U20 Trophy (WRU20T) – Uruguay U20 v USA 

U20 played at Harare Sports Club on Sunday 1 May 2016, The Player was given a 

red card for punching the victim player. The scores at the time were Uruguay 30 – 32 

USA. The teams were under general warnings from the referee and additional 

individual warnings had been issued. The red card was issued by the referee of the 

game Ricardo Sant’Anna pursuant to a report made to him by Assistant Referee 

Oscar Lambert. The DDO, Ben Rutherford convened the hearing for the Judicial 

Officer to consider the sanctions if any. 

Present at the Hearing on 1 May, 2016 in addition to the Judicial Officer and Player 

were: 

 Juan Garcia  (Uruguay Team Manager and translator) 

 Oscar Lambert (Assistant Referee) 

 Ben Rutherford (DDO) 

The hearing was recorded. 

HEARING  

Preliminaries  

At the commencement of the hearing, the Judicial Officer confirmed the identities of 

all present and established that the Player was the player referred to in the Assistant 

Referee’s report. Furthermore, the Judicial Officer outlined, in detail, the procedure 

of the hearing to all present. The following documentary evidence and other 

materials were available to the Judicial Officer and the Player: 

1. Referee’s Report - Ricardo Sant’Anna 

2. Assistant Referee’s Report – Oscar Lambert;  

3. Video clips; 

4. Statement of the victim player – Brennan Falcon; 

5. Team Sheet of Match 13; and 

6. Terms of Participation for World Rugby U20 Trophy 2016. 

The Judicial Officer confirmed with the Player and his representatives that they had 

been provided with the information and had time to consider it. Furthermore, that 

they had no objections to the limited time period that they had to consider evidentiary 

materials in particular the video evidence which was viewed immediately prior to the 

commencement of the hearing. 

Player Responses 

The Player accepted that he had committed the alleged act of foul play. The Judicial 

Officer moved to hear from the player and his representative as to their explanation 

of the act of foul play for him to fully consider the appropriate entry point related to an 

assessment of the seriousness of the Player’s conduct in committing the act of foul 

play. These submissions would further be considered in respect of mitigating 

circumstance.  
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The player apologised for the actions. He indicated that the victim player was 

aggressively cleaning out the ruck. He then punched the victim player twice on the 

side of the head. He further indicated that words had been exchanged between him 

and the victim player prior to the event and his actions were partly driven by the 

verbal exchange.  

The Player has previously played in the various age grade teams. He is currently 20 

years old and has no previous history of red and/or yellow cards nor has he been 

cited before. All teams at the tournament are required to submit Disciplinary 

Certificate (Form H). The document outlines that none of their players have any 

pending disciplinary matters. The Judicial Officer took comfort from this form that 

indeed the Player had no pending disciplinary matters.  

Evidence Presented 

Video clips were played - in real time and in slow motion. Two angles were provided. 

From video evidence it can be seen that the victim player (USA 7) is in an attacking 

ruck with his head down. The Player (Uruguay 19) cocks his fist and delivers blows 

to the victim player. The video is partially obscured.  

Referee Evidence 

The referee submitted his report on the ordering off. He did not see the incident and 

only issued the red card after a report and recommendation from the Assistant 

referee. The report read as follows: “I did not see the incident as it was reported to 

me by my AR”. The referee’s report further indicated that a caution had been issued 

both to the Player and a general one to the teams. No oral evidence was required. 

Assistant Referee Evidence 

The assistant referee submitted his report on the ordering off. The report read as 

follows: “I saw Uruguay No10 clearly punch USA player to the face. I flagged incident 

to referee”. The assistant referee’s report further indicated that a caution had been 

issued both to the Player and a general one to the teams. In his oral evidence the 

assistant referee stated that at the breakdown during a passage of play he saw the 

Player punch the victim player to the face and subsequently made a report to the 

referee and recommended a red card. The assistant referee was asked how many 

punches he saw and he stated that he clearly saw one punch.  He did not see 

another but could not rule out that there had been another.  

Victim Player Evidence -  Brennan Falcon  – USA Player Number 7 

The victim player’s statement read as follows: “I was in the bottom of an offensive 

ruck with my head down, and I felt 2 punches to the back of my head. I have no 

injury.” No oral evidence was required and in view of the victim player suffering no 

obvious injury, no medical evidence was required. 

Sanctions 

Pursuant to clause 12.10 “Sanctions and Sanctioning Process” of the Terms of 

Participation, World Rugby U20 Trophy 2016, the judicial officer considered the 

evidence presented and made the following conclusions on the act of foul play: 
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i. The act was intentional – the Player can clearly be seen cocking his arm and 

while the view is partially obscured, by his own admission he delivered two 

punches to the victim player; 

ii. The offending was reckless inasmuch as he had no consideration for the 

potential effect on the victim player; 

iii. With regards to gravity, the head is a very sensitive area to be struck on. Two 

punches to the head could cause one damage, accordingly the offending 

must be regarded as serious; 

iv. The Player used his fist twice; 

v. While the Player claims verbal provocation and none can be ascertained, 

verbal sparring is often part of the game and should not be considered as 

provocation for such action. 

vi. The two punches delivered were not a form of retaliation; 

vii. The Player was not acting in self-defence; 

viii. There was no immediate injury suffered by the victim player and he was able 

to play on. This was confirmed by the victim player’s written submission; 

ix. The Player’s actions had no effect on the game; 

x. The victim player was vulnerable as he had his head down in a ruck while 

making a legitimate attempt for his team to retain possession of the ball; 

xi. While one punch may be considered to be made in the heat of the moment 

the delivery of a secondary punch implies some premeditation of the part of 

Player; 

xii. The offending was clearly completed; 

xiii. No other factors were considered 

Finding on Sanctions 

Having considered the above features, the Judicial Officer found the act of offending 

to be in the mid range of the scale of seriousness of offending and identified the 

applicable entry point as five (5) weeks.  

Aggravating Factors 
The Judicial Officer found that there were no aggravating factors.  
 
Mitigating Factors 

The Judicial Officer made the following considerations and considered mitigating 

factors: 

i. The Player acknowledged his culpability immediately.  

ii. The Player had a good disciplinary record and no information to the contrary 

was provided.  

iii. The Player is an age group and inexperienced player. 

iv. The Player had conducted himself wholly properly both before and during the 

hearing.  

v. The Player was fully remorseful for his actions.  

vi. There were no other mitigating factors.  

In view of the mitigating factors, the Judicial Officer reduced the suspension by two 

(2) weeks to three (3) weeks.  
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Decision 

In line with the Player’s schedule (as provided by his home union) and in ensuring 

the imposition of meaningful sanctions, the Player will serve a suspension from 6 

May 2016 till 29 May 2016. 

The Player was advised of his right to appeal at the Hearing and indicated that he 

would not appeal. No award was made as to costs.  

 

 
Bongai Zamchiya  
1 May 2016 
 


